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Abstract: Last year’s developments are characterized by a dramatic drop in customer demand leading
to stiff competition and more challenges that each enterprise needs to cope with in a globalized
market. Production in low-mix/high-volume batches is replaced with low-volume/high-variety
production, which demands excessive information flow throughout production facilities. To cope
with the excessive information flow, this production paradigm requires the integration of new
advanced technology within production that enables the transformation of production towards smart
production, i.e., towards Industry 4.0. The procedure that helps the decision-makers to select the most
appropriate I4.0 technology to integrate within the current assembly line considering the expected
outcomes of KPIs are not significantly been the subject of the research in the literature. Therefore,
this research proposes a conceptual procedure that focus on the current state of the individual
assembly line and proposes the technology to implement. The proposed solution is aligned with
the expected strategic goals of the company since procedure takes into consideration value from
the end-user perspective, current production plans, scheduling, throughput, and other relevant
manufacturing metrics. The validation of the method was conducted on a real assembly line. The
results of the validation study emphasize the importance of the individual approach for each assembly
line since the preferences of the user as well as his diversified needs and possibilities affect the optimal
technology selection.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; assembly line; information flow; decision making

1. Introduction

Globalization has created considerable challenges that production-oriented enterprises
need to tackle: fierce competition, short windows of market opportunity, frequent launches
of products and large-scale alternations in product demand [1]. The milestone for industry
surely is the last year’s events developments, followed by the dramatic change in customer
demands. Therefore, in order to survive the turbulences on today’s market, flexibility,
scalability and agility have to be primary objectives for any enterprise. In addition, high
degree of specialization while maintaining flexible and fast response on customer demands
is the characteristic that today’s enterprise needs to own. Many manufacturing enterprises
have oriented their production towards more agile production approaches instead of mass
production [2], in order to take opportunities enabled by market widening, where all
competitors have similar opportunities, and customer demands more customized or even
personalized products.

Manufacturing, as a cornerstone of the developed nations’ economy, presents a strong
base for any advanced country. Besides encouraging and stimulating all the other economic
sectors, manufacturing provides a wide range of different jobs, thus enabling higher stan-
dards of living. Croatia’s manufacturing industry has predominant lack of competitiveness
due to inherent problems and obstacles. The initial plan for last three decades—to restruc-
ture the economic subjects efficiently to become competitive enough with—global markets,
failed due to some transitional problems and previous economic system anomalies. Today,
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low industry subjects’ productivity is additionally burdened by an oversized government
administration, the disproportionate number of workers, obsolete technology, and lack
of digitalization. Unfortunately, insufficient education of personnel in the management
field, contributes to additional lagging back when compared with competitors around the
globe. The lag is emphasized in the field of manufacturing personnel’s lifelong learning,
apathy, and idealess of management for the implementation of advanced organizational
methodologies. Individual investments in cutting-edge technologies often do not result in
expected outcomes, as those are implemented without proper education and management.
The majority of public enterprises disappeared in the failed and corruptive privatization
process, and those that managed to survive, have undergone numerous restructuring
programs to avoid liquidation. In these conditions, small and medium-sized enterprises
(SME) did not have sufficient support from the government administration nor by large
industrial systems. Due to all these facts, economic development has been mostly turned
to the service sector, especially tourism, which is turned to be crucial mistake, considering
the world crisis in 2020.

Rapid response to customer demands represents a key factor of the company’s sur-
vival [3]. The switch to Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS) could be a solution.
RMS has three major principles [1]: it ensure adaptable production resources in order
to respond to unpredictable market demands and system behavior uncertainty, it is de-
signed to produce all members of the product family, rather than single product and its
system core features should be incorporated in it components (mechanical, communications
and control), as well as the system as a whole. Therefore, RMS possesses flexibility of
flexible manufacturing systems and productivity of dedicated manufacturing Lines [4].
Switching from a traditional manufacturing system to RMS leads toward the so-called
living factory [4] or Smart Factory [5]. Such a factory can rapidly respond to the needs of
customers while maintaining low manufacturing costs and high levels of quality [1]. The
Smart Factory introduces Smart Product to production, that are uniquely identifiable and
traced to be located any time [6]. Knowing their own history, current status and alternative
routes to achieving their target state, makes the product unique (single-item) [7,8]. Smart
Factories could make single item production profitable and therefore allows individual
customer requirements.

To address and overcome the current challenges of shorter product lifecycles and
individual customer requirements concept Industry 4.0 (I4.0) [9–11] is introduced to man-
ufacturing systems. I4.0 [5] focuses on the establishment of products and production
processes thus emphasizing the needed transformation of today’s factories into Smart
Factories for the production of Smart Products that are networked in an Internet of Things
(IoT). A possibly worldwide network of interconnected and uniform addresses objects that
communicate via a standard protocol could be considered as IoT [12]. Therefore, IoT en-
ables the collection of production real-time data and it’s exchanging among systems within
factory, machine tools, workers and even customers. Information availability presents a
crucial factor that enables response, almost in a real-time manner, to the changeable market
demands by the rapid adjustment of an existing manufacturing system [13].

The aim of I4.0 is to achieve monitoring and synchronization of data between the phys-
ical factory floor and cyberspace. Digitalization of the manufacturing process results with
some level of cognition if the information from all connected systems are collected, mutually
summarized, analyzed and used for further actions [14]. That defines the manufacturing as
“smart”. Based on the [15], total 10 I4.0 transformation pillars can be defined: IoT, cloud
computing, cyber-physical system, big data, autonomous robots, simulation, horizontal and
vertical integration, additive manufacturing, augmented reality, and blockchain. Transition
to a Smart Factory affects the workers in many ways, and the workers are considered as
the main value of every company. In order to successfully transform to I4.0 and therefore
ensure their own survival, enterprises must continuously implement newly developed
methods, technologies and skills. In order to acquire practical experience and upgrade
the necessary knowledge and competences about I4.0, enterprises need to continuously
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invest in workers’ education. Using the concept of the Learning Factory (LF) presents an
emerging method of how this can be achieved.

To cope with the challenges set by the I4.0 related equipment implementation and
workers’ education to work with, the academic institutions worldwide and some large
industrial enterprises are developing a new nearly realistic factory environment for edu-
cation and research called LF. After the occurrence of I4.0, diverse academic institutions
have invested in their conventional LF in order to develop and build I4.0-based LF that
serves as a good polygon for the transformation of the new concepts of I4.0 toward their
students and industry workers. If managed properly, LFs enables students and workers
introduction to the latest advancements in I4.0 and achievable results of the manufactur-
ing and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) integration [16]. A realistic
environment to test the basic engineering principles of I4.0 equipment could be achieved
in LFs environment [17]. Within LFs, process improvement could be validated without
cost pressure that appears in the real industrial environment. Moreover, LFs give the
students and workers the ability to understand the behavior of real production systems,
and the opportunity to apply different improvement scenarios in order to explore possible
outcomes [18]. In order to gain workers’ knowledge faster, LFs have to offer insight into
innovations that can be applied in a real industry environment in order to get practical
experience and skills timely [16,19]. So, they become prepared and skilled for operation in
the I4.0 environment or to upgrade the conventional production systems to become smart
production systems. It is expected that the number of LFs will increase in the upcoming
years due to the increasing demand for better forms of learning [20].

Collaboration between academic institutions and industry is crucial and can be es-
tablished by LFs. Producing knowledge through research, diffusing knowledge through
education as well as using and applying knowledge through innovation is the appropri-
ate approach, known as “the knowledge triangle”. Academic institutions and industrial
training facilities have to continuously adapt and enhance their education concepts and
methods, in order to conform to future job profiles and related competency requirements.
As innovative learning environments, LFs mostly act in an interdisciplinary manner, which
has proven to be an effective concept addressing these challenges [21]. The LFs’ mission is
to integrate design, manufacturing and business realities into the engineering curriculum,
especially by introducing hands-on experience in design, manufacturing, and product real-
ization [22]. This is accomplished by providing the balance between engineering science
and engineering practice [23,24].

Experimental research for this article was performed in the LF at the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, University of
Split, Croatia [25]. This LF is called the Lean Learning Factory (LLF), as its initial goal,
during its development, was to teach lean tools and methods by hands-on simulations.
Lean management tools and methods detect any activity which does not add value to
the product as waste and remove those from the production process [26]. Together with
optimizing activities that are necessary, but do not add value (non-value added activities),
the ultimate goal is to reduce costs, needed resources, and total production time. I4.0
enables the computerization of the so-called third industrial revolution, thus making the
manufacturing process smarter, more effective and productive. In the literature, it can be
found that the lean concept acts as a basis and prerequisite for I4.0 implementation [27].
In [28], another author emphasized the importance of the lean management implementation
to a certain level for adopting any new methodologies, including I4.0. Therefore, upgrading
LLF from pure lean method training to the I4.0 demonstration and training facility could
be considered an appropriate development path. Besides research and development of
some I4.0 related equipment, for laboratory usage, demonstration of I4.0 related equipment
integration in the production system will remain the main focus in further LLF development.
It is found the recently built smart LFs worldwide train the students and workers on how
the real I4.0-based smart factory operates rather than teaching the core concepts of I4.0
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related equipment and the transformation process to achieve I4.0-based smart factory in
the first place [29].

Through equipment used in real industry and specially developed equipment that
imitates real industry equipment, supplemented with specialized equipment for learning
purposes, LF is established for research, development, demonstration and knowledge
transfer to the economy [17]. The knowledge is transferred by training students in the
last stages of graduate and postgraduate studies, as well as industry workers, that are
trained in LLF on a different basis. Some annual conferences held at the University of Split,
FESB, have workshops and activities in LLF. Individual projects with industry partners
on enhancing workers’ skills are mostly held in LLF to convince participants of tools and
methods purposefulness. Internationally funded projects that are mainly focused on the
enhancement of fundamental science achievements on scientific and academic institutions,
enables the introduction of developed methods and tools to partners from industry. LLF
is therefore again an appropriate facility to demonstrate project outcomes, to industry
partners’ management and to industry workers. The aforementioned activities in LLF
require both specially developed didactic equipment and real industry equipment.

An assembly line (AL) presents a final step of the production system. It consists of con-
secutive workstations. On each workstation operators, i.e., workers, sequentially perform a
subset of assigned assembly tasks in order to create the required subassembly or finished
product within a given time range. The assembly line, called the traditional assembly
line, is first introduced by Henry Ford as a tool that was supposed to fulfill the growing
customer needs for the single product model while ensuring productivity growth together
with total production cost reduction [30]. However, in today’s industrial environment
where change and unpredictability of market demand have become a constant, traditional
ALs are no longer convenient. Therefore, new flexible assembly systems are requisite to
deal with the required high product variety. The era of I4.0 and its related technology
provides the opportunity for assembly systems to adapt to the challenges of today’s global
marketplace. If applied correctly, I4.0 technology can significantly contribute to higher
flexibility, robustness and productivity of the AL, as well as product variety and traceabil-
ity [31]. Furthermore, in order to maintain the high flexibility of the system, workforce
adaptability to changes are essential. Therefore, humans still play a prime role in ALs [32],
especially when it comes to assembling complex mechanical parts such as gearboxes [33].
Manual assembly is often paper-based and contains a huge amount of information about
the product components of which a certain amount of information may be unnecessary
and redundant [34]. Due to the variety of products and their dynamic production in today
manufacturing that is characterized by low-volume/high variety of product, information
that the workers must process to finished their tasks increase [35]. It means that the work-
ers’ are confronted with additional effort during their task execution that can affect their
ability to comprehend complex assembly relations and consequently, increase the workers’
tendency for errors. From this perspective, technologies adopted from I4.0 can provide aid
and support to humans, i.e., workers, to execute the assembly task in the most effective
way and consequently significantly affect the assembly system’s improvement [32,36]. This
is particularly true for technologies such as digital instructions, cobots, radio-frequency
identification (RFID) technology and other I4.0 advanced technologies that can be deployed
to improve humans’ abilities.

The AL developed within the LLF seek to mimic the real industrial world as close as
possible. It implies that ALs can be designed bearing in mind the utilization of equipment
that is used in real industrial plants in order to produce an actual product (e.g., the gearbox),
equipment such as real hand-operated tools and implements, conveyors, supermarkets,
etc. Therefore, case studies applied in them can be contemplated as valuable case studies
for industry [37]. Didactic games used for assembly simulation process within LLF at the
University of Split entails assembly process of toy trucks and toy formulas and reworked
simulation game “Lego flowcar®”. In the first case where the assembly process of toys is
considered, the AL consists of four workstations. Each participant has to map the assembly
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process according to VDI 2860 standard. When the mapping process is over, the participant
is encouraged to analyze and suggest improvement of the assembly process in order to
reduce the total assembly time, as well as to propose improvements in assembly line design
that enables easier adjustment of assembly to automation. The second didactic game implies
the usage of methods associated with warehousing and logistics systems. This simulation
game includes also learning methods for workload balancing on assembly stations. Since
the observed didactic games involve the assembly of toys, from the perspective of the
participants, these games are not taken seriously. In order to convince the participants
that the application of the methods used in didactic games executes similar results as in
the assembly of real products, additional efforts were made and a gearbox assembly line
was developed. Car gearboxes originate from two car models and they are produced at
the factory “Zastava Automobiles”. Two versions of gearbox cases, together with the high
variety of different components that can be fitted, results in more than 20 diverse final
goods. The product AL comprises five different workstations where the elements of ICT are
installed. Therefore, the gearbox assembly line will be used as a case study for this paper.

The paper is organized in the following way: motivation and research gap are pre-
sented in Section 2; framework of proposed procedure for the evaluation of the most
appropriate I4.0 technology to implement is presented in Section 3; assembly line that is
used as a validation study, problem definition and implementation of the proposed decision
support system is presented in Section 4; discussion and conclusion are presented in the
last Section.

2. Motivation for the Proposed Procedure

I4.0 technologies are new ways that can facilitate and assist human operators during
the execution of their tasks, enabling them cognitive and physical support as well as a safe
environment since man is still a vital factor in manufacturing [32,38]. The introduction
of new technologies within the AL must be accompanied by progress in terms of system
performances, operators’ well-being, and economic outcomes. Therefore, an analysis of the
circumstances under which it is worthwhile to introduce new technologies is necessary [39].

To the author’s knowledge, most of the reported research in the literature focused on
the investigation of limitations/possibilities of the implementation of new specific I4.0 tech-
nology within manual AL, during which they focus only on one technology as a possibility.
For example, one of the topics that authors often deal with is the exploration of the possibil-
ities of applying human-robot collaboration (HRC) within the AL through the distribution
of tasks between these two subjects. In these papers, the justification for the introduction of
the HRC or fully automated robotic assembly in regards to traditional manual assembly
is examined through the comparison of these three cases in terms of important assembly
measurable performances such as total task time, batch sizes, throughput, production
cost, total time etc. [37,40–43]. Uva et al. [44], Horejsi et al. [45] and Mourtzis et al. [38]
investigate applicability and the effectiveness of augmented reality applications compared
to traditional method (paper manual instructions). Effectiveness was investigated in terms
of comparison of overall execution task time, mental demand, physical demand, errors, etc.
In the paper of Wolfartsberger et al. [46], the authors point out that many technologies are
not yet at a level that they can be implemented in practice, therefore they gave a review
of the current technologies that support manuals assembly activities and a review on the
future perspective of these technologies. Observed technologies that support assembly
tasks with respect to their practical implementation in companies are HRC and instructive
assistance systems (mixed and virtual reality). Hou et al. [34,47] focus on the benefits that
digital instructions bring compared to paper based instruction in terms of assembly time
and number of error. Yoo et al. [48] investigate the important factors for cloud computing
adoption, while Marinho et al. [49] proposed decision support for I4.0 that guides decision
makers in adoption of cloud enterprise resource planning. Majdzik et al. [50] proposed
approach that focused on the concurrency and synchronization problem between assembly
line and AGV.
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Papers that are focused on the comparison of different technologies that can support
assembly activities of a certain assembly line are not significantly represented in the liter-
ature. The selected technology for implementation in the assembly line should consider
the economic, spatial, and cost-effective aspects and need to be aligned with the expected
strategic goals of the company. A step towards that was found in the research of Peron
et al. [36]. In this research, the authors investigate the possibility of applying two I4.0
technologies that assist in assembly activities. The authors proposed a conceptual decision
support model for implementing cobots and digital instructions within the AL observing
the cost-effectiveness of their use considering the time of task execution, throughput, cost
of equipment and labor cost of workers. The framework provides guidelines that, based
on the observed parameter levels, narrow the possibilities for further option configuration
consideration. However, the proposed approach was developed taking into account only
one product model, it means that the impact of product diversity, which is a characteristic
of today’s production, was neglected. Moreover, the conducted validation study showed
a mismatch between the experimental solution and the solution obtained by applying
this approach.

Therefore, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the procedure that helps the decision-
makers to select the most appropriate I4.0 technology to integrate within the current
assembly line considering the expected outcomes of KPIs are not significantly been the
subject in the literature. It can be noticed that the majority of the researches that deal
with some kind of optimization, used only objective measurable data neglecting managers’
perspectives, i.e., development strategy and uniqueness of each individual company. In
accordance with that, the alignment of expected benefits with the overall strategic goal is
omitted. Companies differently cope with the introduction of new technologies depending
on the technological and management abilities they own. In order to achieve maximum ben-
efits of new technologies, each company needs to better comprehend and focus on proper
technologies and their applicability in their unique environment. In fact, a comprehensive
and respective tool has not yet been developed that estimates the benefits of I4.0 technology
and proposes the most appropriate technology, having in mind the individual needs and
possibilities of the company. Therefore, the need for a decision support system that guides
companies in their path of choosing the most appropriate technology, i.e., technology from
which they will benefit the most, is noticed. This support system has to include both,
objective measurable data and a dose of subjectivity in the decision-making process along
with the criteria interdependence. The importance of inclusion of a dose of subjectivity
in the decision processes during the transformation of the manufacturing towards I4.0
is also emphasized in the research by Erdogan et al. [51] where authors conclude that
“leadership” is the most important criteria for finding the best strategy to transfer to I4.0.
Considering the role and importance of advanced technology as enablers of I4.0 as well
as the diversity of strategic aims and needs of different companies, a framework for I4.0
technology selection within the assembly line is proposed in this research. The proposed
framework leads to the selection of the most appropriate I4.0 technology considering the
individual criteria constraints and criteria interdependence along with the decision mak-
ers’ preferences. Procedure is goal oriented, therefore it lead decision-makers to be more
effective already in the first procedure step. In comparison to the approaches found in the
literature, this procedure leads decision-makers to the selection of the most appropriate
technology that is optimized according to the expected improvement of key performance
indicators (KPI). The aim is to propose simple, efficient and easily understandable decision
support system that can be readily applicable in the manufacturing context.

3. The Selection Process of the Most Appropriate I4.0 Technology

The procedure of selecting the most appropriate I4.0 technology that leads towards
the enhancement of manual assembly is presented in this paper. Among the measurable
criteria that were used to evaluate the selection process, the procedure will take into
account the preferences of decision-makers thus enabling that subjectivism enters into
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the analysis. The existence of a dose of subjectivity in today’s production is crucial. The
usage of weights (priorities) for each observed criteria, can enable decision-makers to
find the best compromise solution of the observed problem that is in accordance with the
development strategy as well as with the limitations/capabilities of the company. To select
the most appropriate I4.0 technology for the improvement of the AL, this study provides a
general framework with three main steps, as presented in a schematic view in Figure 1. The
proposed framework implies the usage of technologies that have the potency to improve
the performances of the AL process by enabling constant interaction between an operator
and his/her workstation.
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Figure 1. The proposed procedure for the evaluation of the most appropriate technology
to implement.

In the first step of the procedure, according to the performance metrics and the com-
pany’s strategic development aims, the AL that needs improvement is identified. AL under
consideration for the improvement process by applying I4.0 technologies is confronted with
problems such as unbalanced workflow, a high percentage of tasks performed by operators,
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unbalanced operators’ utilization, high physical or mental workload of the human, high
process time variations, long lead times that disrupt flexibility of AL, etc. When the line
is selected, in order to evaluate the current situation and to detect issues and the possible
locations for enhancements material and information flow mapping has to be done. In
addition, constraints and potentiality of assembly layout should be perceived and taken
into consideration, as well as other constraints that the company is confronted with. The
main idea of this step is the evaluation of current performance of the AL which gives the
managers, i.e., decision-makers a clear idea about performances of the line and directs them
towards their strength and weaknesses in order to identify the improvement possibilities.

Prior to the I4.0 technology implementation, possible improvements of the mapped
AL process condition through the commonly used methods, such as work standardization,
achieving the workload balance of the assembly line, and ensuring the proper workplace
ergonomics, should be considered. These previous actions may result in certain improve-
ments in key performance indicators (KPIs) before the introduction of I4.0 technology and
serve as a good foundation for further improvements.

In the second step, considering the limitations and possibilities of the AL, as well as
available company’s resources and strategic goals, possible improvements, in terms of dif-
ferent technologies that can be used, are identified. The proposed list of feasible comparable
options along the whole AL serves as an input parameter for the last step of the procedure
where feasible solutions are ranked according to the defined KPIs and strategic goals. Tools
such as discrete event simulation can be used to predict the outcomes of the proposed
technology. Outcomes refer to the KPIs that the company puts in focus as important fac-
tors through which they evaluate potential progress. To evaluate potential improvements
most of the companies uses traditional KPIs such as costs, quality, line productivity, cycle
time, energy consumption, throughput time, etc., but the Miqueo et al. [32] emphasize the
need for new indicators that are unique for the product family, operational context and
business objectives of company whose assembly system is observed. The improvement
outcomes of possible technology applications should be estimated quantitatively because
only measurable objective data can serve as a proper measure for optimization of the
observed process.

Besides the list of feasible solutions, as input parameters in the last step of the decision
support system, metrics noticed as important KPIs from prediction tools in the case of
implementation of each proposed option (solution) are also used. A decision support
system based on the PROMETHEE method (preference ranking organization method for
enrichment evaluation) is proposed to support the multi-criteria decision-making process
during the evaluation and selection of the most appropriate technology that is in line with
the manufacturing and business goals and needs of the organization. PROMETHEE is an
effective and significant multi-criteria decision analysis tool, it means that this method is
well suited for problems where a finite set of alternatives subjected to multiple conflicting
criteria has to be scalarized according to solution desirability [52,53]. The decision-makers’
preferences can be set as any combination of quantitative data and the corresponding
preference function of each criterion. Quantitative data are called weight (priorities) and
they describe the importance of each criterion from decision makers’ point of view. The
sum of the weights of all the criteria is always equal to 100%. While, the preference function
describes how the deviations between the assessments of two alternatives on a certain
criterion should be contemplated [54]. PROMETHEE method can be briefly described
through the five steps [54]. When the criteria and alternatives of a decision problem are
defined, first step refers the assigning weights to each criterion and conducting the pairwise
comparison in order to determine deviations between assessments of alternatives in regards
to each criterion. The second step implies the selection of appropriate preference function,
between six possible, for each criterion in order to model the way the decision-maker
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perceives the measurement scale of the criterion. The third step implies computing the
global preference index:

∀a, b ∈ A, π(a, b) =
k

∑
j=1

Pj(a, b)x wj, (1)

where π(a, b) is the global preference index of alternative a over alternative b, wj is the
weight (priority) of jth criterion, Pj (a, b) is the value of preference function for jth criterion
when alternative a is compared with alternative b.

The last two steps imply the computation of positive and negative preference outrank-
ing flows in order to rank all the alternatives from the best to the worst one according to the
PROMETHEE I (partial ranking) and PROMETHEE II (complete ranking) ranking. Positive
preference flow, Φ+ (a), measures the preference of alternative a compared to others, while
negative preference flow, Φ− (a), measures how many other alternatives are preferred to
alternative a. Formula for PROMETHEE I is given in the following equations:

Φ+(a) =
1

n− 1 ∑
x∈A

π(a, x), (2)

Φ−(a) =
1

n− 1 ∑
x∈A

π(x, a), (3)

Formula for PROMETHEE II is given in the following formula:

Φ(a)= Φ+(a) − Φ−(a), (4)

where Φ(a) is the net outranking flow for each alternative.
The best-ranked solution, solution with the highest Φ(a) value, is the most appropriate

element of I4.0 technology of which the AL benefits the most, i.e., that technology presents
the best compromise solution based on the used criteria and their weights defined by
the user.

The proposed procedure is implemented and validated through the study of the
assembly process on the real complex product developed in the LLF environment.

4. Validation of the Developed Procedure on the Assembly Line within LLF

Assembly is the keystone manufacturing process where commodities (product parts)
of all upstream manufacturing processes, from design through engineering, manufacturing
and logistics are joined in order to produce and offer a functional product [55]. Assembly
of complex mechanical parts, such as gearboxes, is a characteristic of the automotive
industry [33]. Due to the required effort and precision of their assembly process arising from
the complexity of necessary tasks, their assembly is mostly done manually. However, it can
be automatized, but automation implies excessive financial investment. Some companies
such as Tesla Motors have attempted excessive automation in their AL. The conclusion that
emerged from their automation attempt was that humans were underestimated [56].

The validation study used in this research is the car gearbox AL situated at the LLF. Car
manual gearbox is a mechanical transmission device used for torque transfer from the car
engine to wheels thus enabling both, the speed change by utilizing different transmission
ratios as well as reverse car drive. It consists of a huge amount of different gears, gear
levers, screws, shafts, etc. The gearbox is a multi-stage product, which means that its
assembly process is carried in several steps, concretely five operations steps. Each step is
assigned with a certain amount of work, and each step takes place at one workstation. Each
workstation contains real hand tools and supermarkets with real parts. Workstations are
connected with the conveyor. In each workstation, the assembly step relates to the insertion
of an individual component (part) or sets of parts that presents one gearbox subassembly
element. The example of manual gearbox used in this research is given in the Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The assembled manual gearbox in LLF.

Gearbox AL was firstly introduced by Veza et al. [25] where the authors investi-
gated the balancing procedure of the manual AL for only one product type using the
paper instructions for workers. The further evolvement of the AL, presented by Gjeldum
et al. [57], included introduction of five additional products types in order to simulate high-
variety/low-volume production on the existing AL. The increase of product variety results
in the inevitable increase in the number of different parts (components, subassemblies) and
consequently the enormous growth of assembly information data, as well as the higher
need for supermarket storage capacity. To cope with the enormous information data and to
improve performances of AL, elements of I4.0 technology must be taken into account [58].

The first step towards the implementation of I4.0 technology is given by Gjeldum
et al. [57] where authors presented the balancing procedure of the current state of the AL
that refers to the assembly process with “the manual approach“. “The manual approach”
implies the usage of paper-based working instructions and manual data gathering by
analysts (timing by stopwatch). Results of the balancing procedure indicate the huge
discrepancy of cycle times among workstations. In order to improve work balance among
workstations, further improvement of the AL is needed. The solution to this problem could
be achieved with the introduction of I4.0 technology. Therefore, the presented gearbox AL
represents an excellent polygon for conducting a validation study. The observed gearbox
AL is shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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According to the possibilities and limitations (available layout, resources and funds),
as well as future strategic aims of gearbox AL development, in order to improve the yield of
the assembly process, seven technologies of I4.0 are taken into consideration by presented
decision support system approach. Enhancement that are taken into account are: RFID
technology, Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), pick-by-light technology, augmented reality
(AR), cobot, automated guided vehicle (AGV) and manipulator.

RFID technology is one of the most important technologies for automatic identification
and tracking of commodities in production system. It enables precise information about
the locations or states of observed goods in real-time and serves as a capstone for the
establishment of the IoT within production [59]. Usage of digital instructions through
LCDs instead of paper-based instructions are proved to reduce the assembly time of
subassemblies/products as well as the number of errors [34,47] but only if the product
is complex enough, as was stated by Syberfeldt et al. [60]. However, the meaning of
the expression “complex enough” is not offered in their study. Besides the usage of
digital instructions (LCD) utilization of technologies such as pick-by-light and AR also
show positive impacts on assembly line performances in comparison with paper-based
instructions. Pick-by-light implies the installation of a display with the light on certain
shelves/boxes that contain the required parts. By light signalization, this technology guides
the operators through the assembly steps, i.e., it displays screens lights up when a part
has to be picked from a certain location and displays the required quantity to pick. This
system is often connected with the warehouse management system. Therefore, some of
the potential improvements that this technology brings are the reduction of picking time
activities, as well as reduction of picking errors and operators’ mental load [61,62]. When
compared with paper-based instruction, AR also offers a significant improvement of the
operators’ performance time, error rate, cognitive (mental) load as well as minimization
of the divided attention issue [38,44,63]. Noted recent research about the usage of AR
technology for manufacturing purposes are papers of Zhu et al. [64], Schroeder et al. [65],
Sepasgozar et al. [66] and Lalik et el. [67]. Zhu et al. [64] and Schroeder et al. [65] discussed
the usage of AR technology as a tool that visualizes the Digital twin data, thus enabling the
display of real-time information to the users. Sepasgozar et al. [66] presents the research
about the application of the different AR technologies coupled with the Digital Twin for
the virtual learning purposes while Lalik et al. [67] focus on the usage of AR technology
together with the Digital Twin for the development of new system architecture for control
of the industrial devices. Therefore, all of the mentioned technologies have the potential to
improve the decision-making process and work procedure of the workers providing them
with real-time information. Real-time information is necessary to enhance the timeliness
and efficacy of the decision-making process [68].
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Application of cobots within manual AL is desirable when the human is confronted
with heavy loads and repetitive, tedious activities [69,70]. Human-robot collaboration
(HRC) enables operators to share the same workspace with the cobots while proving
the possibility to allocate tasks in a more flexible way [41]. If the tasks are assigned
in an efficient way, this form of collaboration allows the system to evolve and rapidly
accommodate the challenges of an increasing product variety and market volatility [71].
Tsarouchi et al. [72] and Kruger et al. [73] reported that the introduction of the cobots
within the AL results in the reduction of time needed for a human operator to complete the
task, higher efficiency, or the increase of human safety. On the other hand, some authors
emphasize that implementation of the HRC is not always justified and may result in an
increase in assembly time [69,74]. Justification and possibilities of cobot implementation
within the gearbox assembly line that is observed within this research can be found in
the previous paper of the authors [75]. Besides the cobot implementation, manipulator
and AGV are considered in this research as technologies that coexist with the human in
the workspace and reduce its physical load. AGV presents one of the most suitable and
efficient technologies that can replace human work in the terms of goods’ real-time supply
and transportation within the factory environment. Manipulator is an electronic device
developed to improve the ergonomics of the fifth assembly workstation, i.e., this device is
developed to reduce operator physical effort, which occurs as a result of handling heavy
components that need to be mounted (upper housing cover).

In the following subsection, the decision support system for I4.0 technology imple-
mentation is presented. The proposed approach is able to include user preferences that are
associated with company constraints from an economic and practical point of view, as well
as worker resource shortages.

4.1. Implementation of Decision Support System

For evaluating the use of different I4.0 technologies that can be utilized for AL de-
velopment, this work proposes a decision support approach presented in Figure 1 that
utilizes PROMETHEE method as a proven multi-criteria decision-making method. There
are also other proven and widely used multi-criteria decision-making methods, such as:
AHP, ELECTRE, and TOPSIS. However, PROMETHEE method was selected, because it was
much easier to define indifference and preference thresholds of criteria as PROMETHEE
method does, than to manually compare alternatives on each criterion as the AHP method
does, and its approach is more convenient than the ideal and anti-ideal alternative approach
of the TOPSIS method. Furthermore, PROMETHEE method is a modern version of the
outranking approach that is used by ELECTRE method. By the proposed approach, seven
options (alternatives) of I4.0 technologies are taken into account for the presented study,
as was previously stated. These alternatives are evaluated through the four quantitative
criteria: total investment cost, worker effort, workspace utilization and cycle time reduc-
tion. Each criterion is assigned a desired goal function, minimization or maximization.
Two of the chosen criteria are intended to be maximized, namely “Cycle time reduction”
and “Worker effort reduction”. While the other two criteria are planned to be minimized.
Criteria selected for this study, with their evaluation for every observed technology are
shown in Figure 5.

Cycle time reduction is one of the main aims of the implementation of I4.0 technology
since the total production time depends on the workstation with the highest cycle time.
Information about cycle time reduction is gathered for feasible technology in relation to
manual assembly. To collect this data, discrete event simulations are usually used, but in
this research, the data are collected with the implementation of selected technology on a real
AL that develops within LLF. The total investment cost is mainly affected by the price of the
available equipment taken into consideration. Worker effort values are estimated according
to the workers’ experience and knowledge and they are collected through interviews with
the different workers. Although, this factor can be more precisely calculated with the
usage of some technologies, such as sensors or cameras, that provide information about
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physical worker effort according to the body gesture recognition [76], human physiology
such as heart rate variability features [77], body movement and ability [78] etc. or by using
approaches such as the one proposed by Blafos et al. [79]. Consequences of implementation
of new technology always reflect in inevitable smaller or larger requirements of workspace
layout. Since this resource is limited, it is taken into account. A presented list of criteria can
be broadened and customizable to the company’s strategy.
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4.2. Results

The presented decision support system enables the decision-maker to express its
preferences through criteria weight and preference function. For the study carried out in
this research, five different criteria weights sets are observed. Each weight change refers to
one scenario. The first scenario, named Scenario 0, is an alternative where each criterion
has equivalent weights. The other four scenarios refer to the options in which the weight
value of one criterion differs from others. In doing so, one criterion was assigned twice
the weight value than the remaining criterion weights (Scenario 1–4). The weights of five
observed scenarios can be seen in Figure 6.
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The preference function that is used for the PROMETHEE method is the linear prefer-
ence function with defined indifference and preference thresholds for all criteria. Linear
preference function was chosen since it is recommended for the quantitative criteria when
an indifference threshold is wished to be defined, which is the situation in this study. Guide-
lines on how to select the appropriate preference function are given in the literature [54].
The meaning of the indifference and preference thresholds are as follows. Indifference
threshold is the largest deviation that the decision-maker consider negligible, while the
preference threshold is defined as the smallest deviation sufficient to generate a full prefer-
ence of one alternative (option) among the other ones [54]. For example, for the presented
study for the criterion “Total cost investment” the indifference threshold and preference
threshold are set to 135 and 667 EUR, respectively. It means that if the difference in prices
between the two observed alternatives is below EUR 135, both alternatives are equally
preferred and preference of one alternative over another alternative is 0. However, if the
price of alternative 1 is cheaper than alternative 2 by EUR 667 or more, alternative 1 is
absolutely preferred over alternative 2. All other differences among alternatives that are
between 135 and 667 EUR will result with preference between 0 and 1 of one alternative
over another, according to defined linear function. Threshold values are defined as absolute
number values because of simplicity and ease of understanding. The indifference and
preference threshold for the remaining three criteria are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Threshold values for observed criteria.

Criterion Indifference Threshold 1 Preference Threshold 1

Worker effort reduction 10 20
Cycle time reduction 5 10

Workspace layout increase 5 10
1 Values are given in absolute amounts.

Figures 5 and 6, and Table 1 are input data for the PROMETHEE method, which is run
for each scenario separately, i.e., five times. The best alternative, i.e., technologies ranking
for each different scenario are compared in Figure 7 and Table 2.
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Table 2. The rank of alternatives for each observed scenario.

Scenarios (Different Weights)

Rank of Alternatives Scenario 0 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

1. RFID RFID Manipulator Cobot RFID
2. Manipulator LCD AR AR Pick by Light
3. AR Manipulator Cobot Pick by Light AR
4. Pick by Light Pick by Light RFID Manipulator LCD
5. LCD AR Pick by Light RFID Manipulator
6. Cobot AGV LCD LCD Cobot
7. AGV Cobot AGV AGV AGV

From the alternative rank, it is clear that the RFID presents the best compromise in
scenario 0 that relates to equal criterion weight because it is the cheapest option that does
not increase the layout significantly. Furthermore, RFID is the best compromise solution
in scenario 1 which emphasizes cost reduction. This is expected since this option is the
cheapest one of all observed technology alternatives. RFID is also the best compromise
solution in scenario 4 where the criterion layout increase is minimized because this technol-
ogy is among the technologies that contribute the least to increasing the workspace. On
the other hand, reduction of cycle time and worker effort was important in Scenario 2 and
Scenario 3, respectively. Therefore, the alternative cobot resulted as the best one in Scenario
2 since this technology significantly reduces the cycle time. Because of the enormous
reduction of worker effort, the manipulator option resulted as the best one for Scenario
3. It is surprising that the AGV technology in most of the scenarios come last. It can be a
little bit confusing given that these types of technologies are highly used in practice due to
their numerous advantages such as faster fulfillment of customer requirements and orders,
reduction of production costs. One possible reason may be that these technologies could
not be effectively presented through the given criteria.

The presented analysis emphasizes the importance of decision-makers preferences,
i.e., user preferences, expressed through the weights (priorities) of the selected criteria for
solution evaluation. Also, this analysis emphasizes the need for individual definitions of
criteria depending on the needs of the enterprise. Therefore, in the process of determining
the weight of the criteria, as well as during the definition and selection of important criteria
that must be taken into account in the decision process, each enterprise needs to approach
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with great caution. It is suggested that values of weights, as well as criteria, are determined
in groups when they represent the conclusion of mutual work and agreement.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Every modern production enterprise seeks to secure its long-term survival in relentless
market competition. To achieve this, keeping up with the new trends and demands set by
the market, as well as keeping up with the continuous development of technology, must
be the main goals of every company. Today’s rapid development of technology brings the
introduction of new technologies and organizational structures defined by I4.0. Therefore,
constant education of workers is required in order to help enterprises quickly adapt to
newly created circumstances, i.e., to help the workers to acquire knowledge and practice
for further progress of their processes and organizations. The proven concept of an efficient
way for worker education is the LF concept.

Since, principal features of I4.0 is the influence of technology as an accelerant that
enables individualized solution, flexibility, and cost-saving in manufacturing processes [80],
the proper selection of technology that brings the most benefit to the individual production
system (e.g., progress within the AL of the company) is imposed for further development
of enterprises. Technology should be selected having in mind the alignment of individual
criteria constraints and criteria interdependence with the expected outcomes of KPIs.
Therefore, in order to better adjust the selection process to individual needs of the assembly
line, the proposed framework for technology selection must include an analysis of the
current state of the assembly line, its limitations and possibilities as well as future strategic
goals. Considering all these parameters, the selection technology procedure will guide
the decision-maker to the best compromise solution. The procedure for the selection of
the most appropriate technology for the development of ALs from the perspective of
I4.0 is proposed in the current study. This approach takes into account the diversity of
each individual enterprise production, i.e., AL, in terms of their configuration, resources,
limitations, possibilities, as well as strategic aims and business policy. It means that the
proposed decision support system, besides spatial and economic assets, takes into account
cost-efficiency as well as alignment of expected gains to the enterprises’ strategic aims. To
express the real needs of the companies, the dose of subjectivity is involved in the decision-
making process through the definition of criterion weight through which user preferences
are expressed. This subjectivism is important, because if for example, we observe the
criterion “cost” (with minimization aim) and the enterprise that has a limited budget for
improvements and wants a low-cost solution, then this criterion will get a high weight
value. Opposite, if the enterprise is willing to invest a lot of finance into the improvement
of the production process, the criterion “cost” will have a low value. As an open approach,
this procedure easily adjusts to the individual possibilities and limitations of the end-user,
since it is not bound to certain methods and tools. The proposed procedure could be used to
gain benefits from the I4.0 by the production managers or the CEO who is well acquainted
with the assembly process.

For the purposes of this paper, a gearbox AL situated in the LF characterized by a high-
variety/low-volume production type is selected to describe the proposed decision support
system. Multi-criteria decision support system is based on PROMETHEE which is a proven
method for ranking defined alternatives in order to select the most appropriate according
to the user preferences. The highest-ranked alternative presents the best compromise from
the pool of possible alternatives, considering user preferences determined a priori. The
weights of criteria are varied in five scenarios in the gearbox AL study. For each scenario,
the best option was found. Conducted validation study emphasized the impact and the
importance of user preferences, as well as the need to carefully define the criteria for the
evaluation of observed alternatives in the decision-making process. The selected alternative
can be used immediately, but every improvement could bring certain changes. Therefore,
before continuing with the following procedure iteration, assembly line balancing and
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a new spatial arrangement of the workstations are required to take into account. These
changes could result in different values of criteria for the next iteration.

The current work contributes to the existing literature by expanding the research
related to the implementation of I4.0 technology. The proposed procedure presents a good
guideline for the end-user with little experience and limited resources during the technology
selection process that is adjusted according to its need. It provides the rank of observed
technology solutions with respect to the current state of the assembly line, its limitations,
its possibilities as well as alignment of expected gains to enterprise strategic goals. The
presented analysis in Section 4 emphasizes the importance of decision-makers’ preferences,
expressed through the criterion weights, as well as the need for criteria definition depending
on the enterprise’s possibilities and expected goals. Therefore, prior enterprise embarks
on the implementation of this procedure, it is suggested that the values of weights, as
well as the criteria definitions, are estimated in the groups. In that way, they represent
the conclusion of mutual work and agreement. The proposed approach is iterative. It
implies that when one selected solution is implemented on the assembly line, the whole
selection procedure must be repeated in order to find the next most appropriate solution
for the altered state since the values of the criteria for the next iteration could be changed.
Accordingly, future research will be directed in the development of a broader decision
support system. This support system will integrate the adaptive simulation models and
propose the algorithm to select the roadmap of developed alternatives to avoid the iterative
application of the procedure. The base of the future algorithm will be discrete event
simulation coupled with the complexity I4.0 indicators that describe the changes of selected
important parameters and according to them analyze the possible future alternatives. The
proposed algorithm will take into account balancing of the assembly line, as well as other
information related to the operational level (such as sequencing, scheduling, etc.).
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